
Radio Systems

VTX Narrowband VHF Transmitters

Suitable both for discreet body-worn communication and
room surveillance

Excellent audio quality and capture through adjustable
gain control and compressor action

Switchable VOX/Continuous transmit operation and
optional PTT (press to talk)

Small size for easy concealment

Type approved by UK Home Office to MPT 1303

Available with scrambler
The Audiotel VTX/VRX series of transmitters and receivers is for hands
free covert communications. The equipment is ideal for operations
where signal perfomance and clarity are of paramount importance.
Audiotel's products are field proven and in use with many Police Forces
and other security organisations in the UK and throughout the world.

The systems are adaptable and versatile. Examples of applications are
protection of agents engaged in undercover work and long-term
audio monitoring. The range of transmitters and receivers is supported
by an extensive range of accessories and peripheral equipment.

For maximum versatility the VTX transmitter has variable high gain, high
quality audio compressor stages together with user selectable voice
operated switching (VOX). In body-worn use this allows hands-free
operation. For audio surveillance this ensures maximum effective
transmitting time and excellent audio capture from distant sources.

Specifications

Output Power
VTX 12 20mW (50 a load)
VTX 22 200mW (50 Q. load)
Frequency Range
To be specified within 136-175MHz
Frequency Tolerance
+/-1KHZ, -10Cto+60C
Modulation
Narrowband FM
Deviation
+/-2.5kHz peak (12.5kHz channel spacing)
+/-5.0kHz peak (25.0kHz channel spacing)
Adjacent Channel Power
Less than 200nW
Spurious Emissions
Any one less than 250nW
Audio Sensitivity
150uV rms gives 60% of maximum deviation
(1kHz at maximum gain)
Input Impedance
Active Microphones, nominally lOKQ
Passive Microphones, nominally 50KQ
Microphone Bias
4V nominal
Audio Bandwidth
3kHz nominal
Compressor Dynamic Range
50dB variation in input level gives less than 6dB
variation in peak deviation (at maximum gain)
VOX Operation
Transmitter is switched from standby to transmit
by signals greater than -6dB relative to compres
sion threshold. VOX release time 5 seconds
Remote Control
Provision for external PTT or electronic switching.
Open circuit-on, closed circuit-standby.
Compatible with TTL open collector devices
Supply Voltage
6.0-10.0V DC, reduced performance to 5V
Power Source
Internal PP3 Alkaline battery.
Rear panels with power input socket available
Battery Life
VTX 22 continuous transmit,
approximately 3 hours
VTX 12 continuous transmit,
approximately 20 hours
Output Power Variation
Less than +/- 1,5dB (into given load)
+ 15 C to+35 C for 6,0 to 10.0VDC
Supply Current
VTX 12 Standby, less than 1mA
VTX 22 Standby, less than 1mA
VTX 12 Transmit, less than 25mA
VTX 22 Transmit, less than 140mA
The above are for a 50_J load and
disabled front panel LED
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Audio Stages
The 4-pin input socket allows connection of 2 or 3-wire active together
with medium impedance passive type microphones. Four microphone
gain settings are provided by the front panel rotary switch. Lowest
gain settings are normally used for body-worn applications whilst higher
settings ensure excellent audio capture for static monitoring. The
audio response is engineered for clarity and is enhanced by the
compressor characteristics. At highest gain a 50dB signal input
variation yields a compressor output variation of only 6dB. The
microphone gain setting also determines the audio threshold at which
the VOX circuitry activates the transmitter. VOX or normal control of
the transmitter is selected by a switch beneath the battery cover.

PTT (Press to Talk) and Remote Control
The fourth terminal on the input socket allows connection of a PTT
switch or other external equipment to activate the transmitter. As the
switching action is electronic (as opposed to turning power from the
battery on and off) interfacing with other equipment is simple. In
particular the squelch output from the Audiotel VRX-SL receiver can be
used to control the transmitter. Thus a pair can form an automatic
repeater or a remotely controlled transmitter. Used in the PTT/remote
or VOX mode the standPy current consumption is less than 1mA giving
standby times of up to 450 hours with a fresh Alkaline battery.

RF Stages
An internal regulator ensures constant power output (into a given load)
as the battery discharges across its useful life. There is a battery check
indicator for predictable operation. This is particularly important with
Alkaline batteries whose output voltage varies widely during discharge.
The output signal contains very low spurious and harmonically related
components and frequency stability is excellent. Units can be
provided to suit various channel spacings, Adjustment of the carrier
deviation is simple through a control under the battery cover.

Construction
An extruded aluminium sleeve forms the main chassis and gives
good mechanical strength. All circuitry is contained on a single board
allowing access to all components. Self-latching connectors and
switched rotary control help eliminate accidental operation or
disabling.

Front Panel Control
6 position rotary switch for off, battery test
and 4 gain positions
Front Panel Indicator
Single LED for battery test and transmit
Rear Controls
(Under battery cover). VOX/Normal select
and LED disable
Finish
Black.
Size
Width 64mm
Depth 23mm
Height 113mm (inc connectors)
Weight
Including battery 245g

Accessories
Included with every unit is a microphone and a
soft wire antenna.
Options available are:
Microphone/PTT switch assemblies
Telephone Interface
Vehicle antennas and adaptors
Vehicle power supply
Mains power supply
Body harness
4 Digit DTMF Remote Control

Related Equipment
VRX series single and multichannel receivers
VTX/VRX AC PSU
VTX/VRX Vehicle PSU
4 digit DTMF Switch for remote control
High Impedance telephone Interface

Order Numbers
601-012 VTX-12 20mW Transmitter
601-022 VTX-22 200mW Transmitter
601-112 VTXS-12 20mW
Transmitter with fitted scrambler
601-122 VTXS-22 200mW
Transmitter with fitted scrambler
Please quote desired frequency (136-175MHz) ot time of order

Applications of the VTX Narrowband VHF Transmitters
Covert Communications

VTX transmitters are ideal for an
agent working undercover who
needs an easily concealed transmit
ter and microphone that will relay
conversation from himself and from
those nearby.
Typical situations are:
Monitoring meetings with drugs
and other contraband dealers
Meetings with informants
Bribery attempts
Kidnap negotiations
Protection of couriers
Surveillance of vehicle occupants
Protection of property from theft
or vandalism

Intelligence Gathering

Audiotel transmitters are easily
concealed in rooms and
vehicles for listening to suspects.
Excellent audio sensitivity,
selectable voice activation and
the option of external AC and
vehicle power supplies make
them ideal for:

Long and short term audio
surveillance
Sieges and Prison cell barricades
Tactical surveillance

Co-ordination & VIP Protection

Protection groups, EOD officers and
agents working undercover as part
of a group all require voice
transmitters and receivers that can
be easily concealed and operated
hands-free. Audiotel VTX transmitters
feature voice switching for hands-
free operation. Applications include:

VIP Protection
Group co-ordination and general
alarms
Bomb Disposal communications
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